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• 500 GRE®-level vocabulary words• Three to five example sentences for each word• Parts of
speech, synonyms and dictionary definitions for each word• Word List unlike any you have seen
before!• INCLUDES Valuable Tips and Strategies for Maximizing your use of the Word List• Put
your Preparation for the GRE® on the Fast Track!What’s in this Book?This book contains a
Word List unlike any you have seen before. A traditional word list offers a vocabulary word, its
dictionary definition, and a SINGLE use of the word in a sentence. That is simply not enough for
a fully functional understanding of a word in all its complexities. Our Word List takes each
vocabulary word through its paces, denoting its part of speech, synonyms for its various
contexts, its descriptive meaning, and, most importantly, THREE (3) to FIVE (5) sentences using
the word in its varied contexts. When appropriate, those varied contexts include both literal and
figurative uses of the word.How will our Word List Help You Prepare for the GRE®?Performing
well on the GRE® General Test, especially its Verbal Reasoning section, requires a strong
working knowledge of the vocabulary that appears in the questions—how those words function
both literally and figuratively, how their meanings vary based on context, and how (in many
cases) they operate as more than one part of speechUsing All Three (3) of our Word Lists Can
Put Your Preparation on the Fast Track We offer three (3) Word Lists to help you prepare for the
GRE®: List #1 (this list), List #2, and a Challenging list. It is important to remember that your
goal is to be fully conversant in as many of these vocabulary words as possible. Why? You must
not only recognize and comprehend the words when you encounter them in GRE® test
questions, but you must also utilize sophisticated vocabulary to express your own ideas in the
Analytical Writing section of the test. It is to your advantage, therefore, to have as many high-
level vocabulary words as possible at your disposal.How Can our Word Lists Help You Beyond
the GRE®? The goal of entrance exams, like the GRE®, is to anticipate the test-taker’s
likelihood of success in the field into which they seek entry. Thus, the “long view” of mastering
sophisticated vocabulary is that doing so will not only help you prepare for the GRE®, but will
simultaneously prepare you for what lies ahead: comprehending, analyzing, and evaluating
graduate-level materials and writing with the complexity and sophistication expected of a
graduate-level student. To put it simply: a fully-functioning, high-level vocabulary is the key to
success in your graduate experience. Prepare for success NOW!About Test Prep Series The
focus of the Test Prep Series is to make test preparation streamlined and fruitful for competitive
exam aspirants. Students preparing for the entrance exams now have access to the most
comprehensive series of prep guides for GRE, GMAT and SAT preparation. All the books in this
series are thoroughly researched, frequently updated and packed with relevant content. These
have been prepared by authors with more than 10 years experience in the field. The simple and
well organized format of the books in this series makes studying more efficient and
effective.About Vibrant Publishers Vibrant Publishers is focused on presenting the best texts for
learning about technology and business as well as books for test preparation. Categories



include programming, operating systems and other texts focused on IT. In addition, a series of
books helps professionals in their own disciplines learn the business skills needed in their
professional growth.Vibrant Publishers has a standardized test preparation series covering the
GMAT, GRE and SAT, providing ample study and practice material in a simple and well
organized format, helping students get closer to their dream universities.



GRE Words in Context: List 1Takes five hundred (500) GRE-level vocabulary words through their
paces, including Parts of speech, Synonyms, Dictionary definitions, and, MOST IMPORTANTLY,
three (3) to five (5) example sentences FOR EACH WORDINCLUDES Valuable Tips and
Strategies for Maximizing your use of the Word ListTest Prep Series*****GRE Words in Context:
List 1Copyright 2017, By Vibrant Publishers, USA. All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a database or
retrieval system, without the prior permission of the publisher.This publication is designed to
provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. The
author has made every effort in the preparation of this book to ensure the accuracy of the
information. However, information in this book is sold without warranty either expressed or
implied. The Author or the Publisher will not be liable for any damages caused or alleged to be
caused either directly or indirectly by this book.Vibrant Publishers books are available at special
quantity discount for sales promotions, or for use in corporate training programs. For more
information please write to bulkorders@vibrantpublishers.comPlease email feedback /
corrections (technical, grammatical or spelling) to spellerrors@vibrantpublishers.comTo access
the complete catalogue of Vibrant Publishers, visit**********Table of Contents1. Chapter #1
(aberration- banal)2. Chapter #2 (barrister - conveyance)3. Chapter #3 (conviction - drone)4.
Chapter #4 (ecstasy - gait)5. Chapter #5 (gale - initiate)6. Chapter #6 (insightful - monetary)7.
Chapter #7 (mortician - practicable)8. Chapter #8 (practical - rivulet)9. Chapter #9 (robust -
terminal)10. Chapter #10 (theocracy - zany)*****How to Get Most Out of this BookWhat’s in this
Book?This book contains a Word List unlike any you have seen before. A traditional word list
offers a vocabulary word, its dictionary definition, and a SINGLE use of the word in a sentence.
That is simply not enough for a fully functional understanding of a word in all its complexities.
Our Word List takes each vocabulary word through its paces, denoting its part of speech,
synonyms for its various contexts, its descriptive meaning, and, most importantly, THREE (3) to
FIVE (5) sentences using the word in its varied contexts. When appropriate, those varied
contexts include both literal and figurative uses of the word.How will our Word List Help You
Prepare for the GRE?Performing well on the GRE General Test, especially its Verbal Reasoning
section, requires a strong working knowledge of the vocabulary that appears in the questions -
how those words function both literally and figuratively, how their meanings vary based on
context, and how (in many cases) they operate as more than one part of speech.The following is
an example of a question type the GRE refers to as “Sentence Equivalence.” The test-taker is
instructed to select two (2) answer choices that, when used to complete the sentence, fit the
meaning of the sentence as a whole and produce completed sentences that are alike in
meaning.1) The angry delegates no longer debated the matter with equipoise, and the
_____________ that ensued prevented any further rational or intelligent discourse.a) finesseb)
pandemoniumc) pragmatistd) appellatione) maelstromf) liaisonTo perform well on this test
question, the test-taker must look beyond the more traditional use (i.e., dictionary definitions) of
the vocabulary it contains. The dictionary definition of the word “equipoise,” for instance, is not



particularly helpful.a: a state of equilibriumb: counterbalanceSource: "Equipoise." Merriam-
Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, n.d. Web. 20 June 2014. <http://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/equipoise>.The “state of equilibrium” here is not physical (e.g., a gymnast in
“equipoise”). Instead, the word is being applied figuratively to a debate or discussion in which
the arguments are not in equilibrium - in other words, are not being discussed in an equal and
fair manner. By combining the figurative use of “equipoise” with the clues that the delegates are
“angry” and the debate is no longer “rational” or “intelligent,” one can conclude the discussion
has broken down into mayhem or confusion. The two (2) correct answers signify such a
situation. They are: pandemonium (wild chaos or disorder) and maelstrom (a violent whirlpool
or, figuratively, a tumultuous situation).Tips and Strategies for Learning the Vocabulary using the
Word ListActivate what you already know.Five hundred (500) words may seem like a great deal,
but it is likely you already know a number of them, in one form or another. Begin by focusing on
those you think you may know:a) Review the example sentences. Is that how you use the word?
If not, how is your use different?b) If you are familiar with a word, check to see that its part of
speech on the list is one with which you are familiar. For example, you may be familiar with the
use of “sham” as a noun (as in, “The charity fundraiser was a sham.”), but you may be unfamiliar
with its use as a verb (“The used car salesman tried to sham us.”) If the word’s use as another
part of speech is unfamiliar, familiarize yourself with that new use of the word.c) Note if the word
can be used both literally and figuratively. For example, the word “circuitous” has both a literal
use, as in something physically traveling in a circle (e.g., a circuitous route taken by a taxi), and a
figurative use in which no physical travel is involved (e.g., circuitous reasoning). Adjust your
understanding of the word to include both its literal and figurative meanings.d) Even if you do not
know a particular word, can you connect the word with one that is familiar to you? For example,
you may not know the word “luminary,” but you may be familiar with the word “illumination.” You
know that “illumination” means the lighting up of something and you learn, from the Word List,
that a “luminary” is an enlightening person - a celebrity or a dignitary. In the example sentences,
you see that the word is used to refer to someone who stands out from others for some reason
(they are well-known, they have greater skills or expertise than others, etc.). You easily make the
connection: a “luminary” is someone who “lights up” when compared to other people! Wow!
Not too hard!e) Color-code the words with which you are familiar.i) For example, you might
highlight in yellow those words that you know outright, without making any adjustments to your
understanding. ii) Highlight in green those that are functioning as a different part of speech than
what you are used to seeing. iii) Highlight in blue those words with a literal or figurative use that
is unfamiliar to you. Also highlight the example sentence(s) in which that use of the word
appears.iv) Highlight in pink those words that you do not know, but that you can connect to using
related words.“Chunk” your learning of the remaining vocabulary.After activating your prior
knowledge and weeding out those words you already know or with which you have some
familiarity, it’s time to focus on those words you don’t know. You can “chunk” or group those
words into manageable segments for learning.a) One approach to “chunking” is to group



together words that perform as the same part of speech and look for patterns. For instance,
words ending in “ous,” such as “amorphous,” “chivalrous,” “dexterous,” “ominous,” and “vacuous,”
all function as adjectives. b) Another approach to “chunking” is to group words that primarily
pertain to certain subject areas. For example, “amphibian,” “igneous,” “isotope,” and “molecule”
are primarily scientific terms, while “discourse,” “rejoinder,” “query” and “spoonerism” are terms
that refer to verbal or written communication.c) A final approach to “chunking” might be personal
to you: divide the words into groups based on how difficult or easy they are to you. d) However
you “chunk” your words, you can then design a schedule for working with the words, taking on no
more than 4-5 words at a time before moving on to another “chunk.”Have fun with the words as
you make them your own!Never lose sight of your ultimate goal: to incorporate these words into
your personal vocabulary. The Word List example sentences will give you a solid foundation for
how the word is used - an excellent launching pad for using that word appropriately in your own
world.a) Enliven your family dinner conversations with words from the Word List. Doing so helps
you, but also challenges your family and creates a “vocabulary-rich” environment from which
every family member can learn. You might even hold a contest to see if your family members can
guess the vocabulary from the Word List you are adding to that night’s dinner conversation.b)
Challenge yourself to use a word (especially one that you are finding difficult to remember) at
least three (3) times in a given day. You might incorporate it, for instance, into an email to a
colleague, a conversation with your boss, and a text to your best friend. The more you use the
word (appropriately), the more it becomes your own.c) Make a note of the words from the Word
List when you see them elsewhere. You will be pleasantly surprised at how often you encounter
them in the reading you do on a daily basis. Whenever you do so, make a note of the word and
its use. Doing so reinforces your understanding of the word and its applications.d) Take every
opportunity to practice. Keep your “chunked” lists handy for any time you have a moment: while
brushing your teeth in the morning, sitting in traffic, waiting for your daughter’s soccer game to
start, or even standing in line in the grocery store. The greater exposure you have to the words
and their uses, the more you will become comfortable with them and make them your own.Using
All Three (3) of our Word Lists Can Put Your Preparation on the Fast TrackWe offer three (3)
Word Lists to help you prepare for the GRE: List #1 (this list), List #2, and a Challenging list. It is
important to remember that your goal is to be fully conversant in as many of these vocabulary
words as possible. Why? You must not only recognize and comprehend the words when you
encounter them in GRE test questions, but you must also utilize sophisticated vocabulary to
express your own ideas in the Analytical Writing section of the test. It is to your advantage,
therefore, to have as many high-level vocabulary words as possible at your disposal. This is
especially difficult to do if your preparation time is limited.Working with all three lists, you can
“fast track” your preparation by making it your first priority to activate your prior familiarity with all
1500 words across the lists. Because these are words with which you are already familiar, they
will be the easiest to move (through your study of the word lists) from “familiar” to “fully-
functioning.” As “fully-functioning” words in your vocabulary, you will be comfortable using them



when composing your responses to the Analytical Writing tasks on the GRE. If, after activating
as many familiar words as possible across all three (3) lists, you still have preparation time left,
you may then turn your attention to the remaining words and use the word lists to help you
become fully conversant in them. How Can our Word Lists Help You Beyond the GRE?The goal
of entrance exams, like the GRE, is to anticipate the test-taker’s likelihood of success in the field
into which they seek entry. Thus, the “long view” of mastering sophisticated vocabulary is that
doing so will not only help you prepare for the GRE, but will simultaneously prepare you for what
lies ahead: comprehending, analyzing, and evaluating graduate-level materials and writing with
the complexity and sophistication expected of a graduate-level student. To put it simply: a fully-
functioning, high-level vocabulary is the key to success in your graduate experience.Prepare for
success NOW!*****Chapter #1(aberration - banal)This chapter covers the following words along
with their part of speech, pronunciation, synonyms and antonym, if applicable. Sample usage of
the word is also illustrated.aberrationabolishabominableaboriginalabortiveabsolveabusiveabyssa
ccommodateacknowledgeacmeadherentadjacentadjutantadornadventadvertaffirmationaffrontag
apeagendaaghastagitatealienateamassamendamorphousamphibianamputateanchoranimateda
nnexanomalyanthropoidapexapologistappellationarbiterarroganceashenaspirantassayassessme
ntassimilateastronomicalavidbaitbalkbalmbanal*****ABERRATION (n) [ab-uh-REY-shuh
n]Meaning: abnormality; the act of departing from the normalUsage 1: Her willingness to work in
a group is an aberration; she is usually a loner.Usage 2: There appears to be an aberration in the
data that no one can explain.Usage 3: His course was determined and he would tolerate no
aberration.Usage 4: You must order straight from the menu, with no aberration or
modification.Usage 5: Can you find the aberration in that homogeneous group?ABOLISH (v)
[uh-BOL-ish]Meaning: cancel; to put an end toUsage 1: We hope they abolish the practice of
imprisoning people for their political views.Usage 2: To abolish slavery is an essential
requirement of all modern societies.Usage 3: Some people believe that no form of death penalty
is acceptable, and we should abolish it entirely.Usage 4: I advocate that we abolish the use of
cell phones on all types of public transportation.Usage 5: If we abolish the legal right to own a
gun, what will be the effect?ABOMINABLE (adj) [uh-BOM-uh-nuh-buh l]Meaning: detestable;
extremely unpleasant; worthy of causing disgustUsage 1: Her treatment of her younger siblings
is abominable; there is no way I'd ask her to babysit.Usage 2: That abominable woman rudely
interrupted me again!Usage 3: The conditions at the cabin in the mountains were abominable; it
hadn't been inhabited for years.Usage 4: Your snowman is abominable; he has no eyes, nose, or
mouth!Usage 5: Don't you agree that the odor of dead fish at the fish market is abominable?
ABORIGINAL (adj) [ab-uh-RIJ-uh-nl]Meaning: being the first of its kind in a region; original or
earliest knownUsage 1: The pottery of this area's aboriginal inhabitants is exquisitely
beautiful.Usage 2: I was fascinated by our study of the island's animals, including those that
were aboriginal.Usage 3: The dark jungle looked primeval, filled as it was with aboriginal plants
and animals.Usage 4: The aboriginal people of the area must have thought the settlers were
crazy.Usage 5: How do their aboriginal practices influence their modern customs and traditions?



ABORTIVE (adj) [uh-BAWR-tiv]Meaning: unsuccessful; fruitless; failing to succeedUsage 1:
There were several abortive attempts to start a rocket program, but none was successful.Usage
2: The rebel insurgence was abortive and was quickly brought down.Usage 3: She refused to
believe the student demonstration would be abortive, but the rest of us knew it would fail.Usage
4: After my abortive effort to make homemade chocolate truffles, I decided store-bought ones
were superior.Usage 5: I hear you made an abortive trip to Alaska; what happened?ABSOLVE
(v) [ab-ZOLV]Meaning: pardon (an offense); exonerate; exculpate; to pronounce free from guilt
or blameUsage 1: One goal of confession is to allow a priest to absolve a sinner from his/her
sins.Usage 2: I refuse to absolve you for the hurtful comments you made.Usage 3: You think your
good deeds will somehow absolve you from all your misdeeds, but you're wrong.Usage 4: There
would be no need to absolve you if you didn't do anything wrong in the first place.Usage 5: Did
she finally absolve him of the accusations that he was unfaithful?ABUSIVE (adj) [uh-BYOO-
siv]Meaning: coarsely insulting; physically harmful; harsh or injurious; using harsh
languageUsage 1: Her abusive behavior towards her peers ended in a fight.Usage 2: I know you
are angry, but please refrain from using abusive language.Usage 3: That use of power is
abusive; surely we can find another way to accomplish our goals.Usage 4: Chocolate and I have
an abusive relationship; I can't resist its decadence.Usage 5: Is she afraid because he has been
an abusive husband?ABYSS (n) [uh-BIS]Meaning: enormous chasm; a deep, immeasurable
spaceUsage 1: The earthquake caused the ground to separate and form an abyss.Usage 2: The
volcano experts crept towards the edge of the opening and stared down into the abyss.Usage 3:
He has fallen into an abyss of sadness.Usage 4: I am not only out of money; my wallet has
become a gaping abyss.Usage 5: Is that abyss bottomless?ACCOMMODATE (v) [uh-KOM-uh-
deyt]Meaning: oblige or help someone; to provide suitablyUsage 1: We hope they can
accommodate this request, even though it is an unusual one.Usage 2: I fail to see why we need
to accommodate their interests; they are not even trying to compromise.Usage 3: The hotel is
happy to accommodate the special needs of its guests.Usage 4: Please tell him my minivan was
designed to accommodate seven passengers, not twenty.Usage 5: Did you leave enough room
in the jar to accommodate two crickets?ACKNOWLEDGE (v) [ak-NOL-ij]Meaning: recognize;
to admit to be real or trueUsage 1: He refused to acknowledge that he'd cheated on that
test.Usage 2: Those experts must acknowledge the possibility that global warming is a
reality.Usage 3: To acknowledge one may be wrong is often difficult.Usage 4: The annoying thing
about moms is that you must acknowledge they have your best interests at heart.Usage 5: When
did world leaders acknowledge there was an economic crisis?ACME (n) [AK-mee]Meaning:
top; pinnacle; highest peak or point of achievement; zenith; the highest pointUsage 1: With this
scandal, I believe he has reached the acme of his political career.Usage 2: When the hikers
reached the acme of the rugged peak, they collapsed in exhaustion.Usage 3: Nothing could
compare to the view from the mountain's acme.Usage 4: I realized I'd reached the acme of
embarrassing moments when I burped during the job interview.Usage 5: Which play would you
say represents the acme of Shakespeare's career?ADHERENT (n) [ad-HEER-uh nt]Meaning:



supporter; follower, one who follows or upholds another person, a cause, a belief, etc.Usage 1:
She was an adherent of a new school of thought about recycling.Usage 2: I enjoy attending the
meetings, but I am not an adherent to their beliefs.Usage 3: Which of those nations is an
adherent to the treaty?Usage 4: As an adherent to the cause of laziness, I plan to do absolutely
nothing today.Usage 5: Is he a strict adherent to the rules and principles that govern the
organization?ADJACENT (adj) [uh-JEY-suh nt]Meaning: adjoining; neighboring; close by; lying
near; next toUsage 1: In this classroom you will don your costume, and in the adjacent
classroom you will perform your skit.Usage 2: The last I recall, my keys were adjacent to the
telephone on the desk.Usage 3: The state map is on this page, and on the adjacent page are
maps of the state's major cities.Usage 4: Whatever you do, don't put Tamryn adjacent to
Raymond.Usage 5: What parking lot is adjacent to that building?ADJUTANT (n) [AJ-uh-tuh
nt]Meaning: staff officer assisting the commander; assistant; one of lower rank who assists one
of high rankUsage 1: He says his adjutant keeps his schedule, and we need to go through
her.Usage 2: My goal is to move quickly beyond the adjutant position to which I've been
assigned.Usage 3: Let my adjutant know your answer, and he'll pass it on to me.Usage 4: I was
sick and tired of him treating me like an adjutant; we both operated at the same level!Usage 5: If
we can't reach the officer, should we try her adjutant?ADORN (v) [uh-DAWRN]Meaning:
decorate; to make more pleasing or attractiveUsage 1: We will adorn the house with pastel
colors during the Easter celebration.Usage 2: Soft dew glistened on every blade of grass, which
only served to adorn the meadow even more.Usage 3: During graduations we always adorn the
cars of the new graduates with shaving cream and aluminum cans.Usage 4: The newly-wealthy
woman sought to adorn herself with priceless jewelry.Usage 5: Why do we adorn ourselves so
completely, thereby masking our natural beauty?ADVENT (n) [AD-vent]Meaning: arrival; the
coming ofUsage 1: After a devastatingly hot summer, we were relieved at the advent of
fall.Usage 2: Her advent as a university guest lecturer was a source of great excitement.Usage
3: With the advent of my position as director came a surprisingly large salary.Usage 4: I do not
welcome the advent of my senior years.Usage 5: How does the advent of spring usually affect
you?ADVERT (v) [ad-VURT]Meaning: refer to; to call attention toUsage 1: During the press
conference, do not advert to the ethics investigation unless you are prepared to talk about it
fully.Usage 2: Be sure to advert to the fact that many of our members made generous
contributions to the sponsored charity.Usage 3: At the faculty meeting, the principal will advert to
opportunities for professional learning this summer.Usage 4: I feel the need to advert to the fact
that we haven't had lunch, and I am weak with hunger.Usage 5: Did you notice he did not advert
to the allegations of fraud made against him?AFFIRMATION (n) [af-er-MEY-shuh n]Meaning:
positive assertion; confirmation of the truth; praise; a truthful statementUsage 1: His
compliments of my work were an incredible affirmation.Usage 2: The congregation's affirmation
made the new members feel welcome.Usage 3: With her affirmation regarding the events of that
day, the case against him was looking grim.Usage 4: I don't know why I fish for compliments; I
don't need that kind of affirmation.Usage 5: Was your affirmation accepted into evidence at trial?



AFFRONT (n) [uh-FRUHNT]Meaning: insult; offence; intentional act of disrespect; a
deliberately rude act or wordUsage 1: The lawyer took it as an affront that I wanted a second
opinion.Usage 2: The look on her face confirmed she felt the affront.Usage 3: She promised her
fiancé not to give affront to her prospective in-laws.Usage 4: The apartment's tacky wallpaper
and 70s carpeting was an affront to my senses.Usage 5: Are you sure that email will not give
affront to its recipients?AGAPE (adj) [uh-GEYP]Meaning: with mouth wide open because of
surprise or wonderUsage 1: The students were agape with wonder at the milky-white Beluga
whales.Usage 2: It is no help whatsoever when drivers passing an accident are distracted and
agape with horror.Usage 3: Please don't stand there with your mouth agape; help me!Usage 4:
My mouth stood agape when the clerk finally punched the rude customer.Usage 5: Didn't the
sight of the Aurora Borealis leave you agape with astonishment?AGENDA (n) [uh-JEN-
duh]Meaning: items of business at a meeting; a list of things to be doneUsage 1: Each student
will be provided with an agenda so that they may keep track of their classroom
assignments.Usage 2: Today's agenda is filled to the brim; we will have to save new items for
tomorrow.Usage 3: Please refer to your agenda as the conference progresses.Usage 4: There
are three items on my agenda today: sleep, turn over, sleep some more.Usage 5: What is on the
agenda for tonight's meeting?AGHAST (adj) [uh-GAST]Meaning: horrified; struck with
overwhelming shockUsage 1: The interviewers were aghast at the sloppy clothing worn by the
interviewees.Usage 2: The crowd at the air show was aghast when the stunt plane fell from the
sky.Usage 3: As the wildfire destroyed home after home, residents stood aghast.Usage 4: I tried
not to look aghast when my mother-in-law wiped my husband's chin.Usage 5: Were you as
aghast as I at her rudeness?AGITATE (v) [AJ-i-teyt]Meaning: stir up; disturb; to excite
emotionUsage 1: The editorial was designed to agitate local citizens and cause more
controversy.Usage 2: You have no idea how that tiger will respond if you agitate him.Usage 3: It
is about time we agitate that championship team; they've become too complacent in their
victories.Usage 4: Hearing any more about their stupidity will only agitate me further.Usage 5:
Why does she agitate him again right after he calms down?ALIENATE (v) [EYL-yuh-
neyt]Meaning: make hostile; separate; to make unfriendly; estrangeUsage 1: The new, stringent
rules will certainly alienate our long-standing members.Usage 2: I don't want to alienate anyone,
but I am determined to speak my mind.Usage 3: The fundraisers cannot afford to alienate even a
single contributor.Usage 4: I am convinced that my natural, wholesome beauty will alienate me,
making every woman at the party jealous.Usage 5: Will my decision alienate me from the rest of
the committee?AMASS (v) [uh-MAS]Meaning: collect; to gatherUsage 1: To amass a collection
of classic cars from the 1930s has always been my dream.Usage 2: The general's plan to amass
a large battalion at the bridge was thwarted by a powerful storm.Usage 3: The goal of a flash
mob is to amass a large number of people at the same time at the same location to witness or
participate in a particular event.Usage 4: One of my goals in life is to amass as much knowledge
as my brain can handle.Usage 5: How could he amass such a fortune legally?AMEND (v) [uh-
MEND]Meaning: correct; change, generally for the better; to improveUsage 1: The president has



decided to amend the company's position.Usage 2: There is no way to amend your wrongdoing;
you must simply learn from your mistakes.Usage 3: Let me amend my speech so that my
argument is clear.Usage 4: Believe me; you will want to amend your rude behavior when you
appear in front of the judge.Usage 5: Will they amend the law or leave it as it stands?
AMORPHOUS (adj) [uh-MAWR-fuh s]Meaning: formless; lacking shape or definitionUsage 1:
That movie monster was totally unbelievable; it was a amorphous mass of goo.Usage 2: Those
minerals lack internal structure and are regarded as amorphous.Usage 3: My feelings about the
project were amorphous; I wasn't sure how I felt.Usage 4: I accidentally put the ice cream cake in
the fridge and it came out a chunky, amorphous mass.Usage 5: Are her plans still undefined and
amorphous?AMPHIBIAN (adj) [am-FIB-ee-uh n]Meaning: possessing the qualities of
Amphibia, including the ability to function on land and waterUsage 1: The amphibian
characteristics of frogs and toads allow them to live in both land and water.Usage 2: Watching
those amphibian planes land on water is fascinating.Usage 3: The amphibian nature of those
vehicles made them invaluable during the Korean and Vietnam Wars.Usage 4: She must have
thought her car was an amphibian because she ran it into the lake.Usage 5: Will this terrarium
work for amphibian inhabitants?AMPUTATE (v) [AM-pyoo-teyt]Meaning: cut off part of body; to
cut off, usually by surgery, or to pruneUsage 1: When growing roses, it is best to amputate dead
branches regularly.Usage 2: The gangrene has set into the ankle, and they will need to amputate
it from the knee down.Usage 3: The goal is to avoid the need to amputate the limbs.Usage 4: I
would rather amputate my right arm than lend her a hand.Usage 5: Should we amputate the last
two sentences of the third paragraph? ANCHOR (v) [ANG-ker]Meaning: secure or fasten
firmly; to hold in placeUsage 1: We need to anchor the base of the windmills firmly into the
mountainside.Usage 2: When you visit us at the lake, simply anchor your boat at our
dock.Usage 3: I want to anchor this discussion in concern for what is best for the children.Usage
4: You can anchor yourself in the belief that no one saw your embarrassing moment.Usage 5:
Did you anchor the edges of the tent so that it doesn't blow away?ANIMATED (adj) [AN-uh-
mey-tid]Meaning: lively; spirited; vivacious; brought to lifeUsage 1: Her discussion about her day
was animated and entertaining.Usage 2: I am always animated when I talk; I gesture with my
hands the whole time.Usage 3: In her art video, Milly allowed an animated necktie and scarf to
tell her story.Usage 4: My polychromatic outfits made me feel like an animated character from a
children's cartoon.Usage 5: You are not very animated today; are you feeling okay?ANNEX (v)
[uh-NEKS]Meaning: attach; take possession of; to add or incorporateUsage 1: The city will
annex the land and will assume responsibility for the residents who live there.Usage 2: We are
hoping they annex the new room at the museum so that we will have additional room for
display.Usage 3: Let's annex our efforts to see if, together, we can produce an even better
product.Usage 4: If you keep buying junk, we will have to annex the next building in order to
store it all.Usage 5: Does one country have the right to annex portions of another without the
approval of the citizens?ANOMALY (n) [uh-NOM-uh-lee]Meaning: irregularity; a deviation from
normalUsage 1: The weather pattern this past winter was an anomaly; our winters here are



usually mild.Usage 2: I could not explain the anomaly in the results of my science fair
project.Usage 3: The nebula you are viewing is considered a space anomaly; it shouldn't be
there.Usage 4: I don't want my wardrobe at the reunion to be an anomaly; I want to fit in with
everyone else.Usage 5: Do you have a theory that explains the anomaly we are seeing right
now?ANTHROPOID (adj) [AN-thruh-poid]Meaning: manlike; having the characteristics of a
humanUsage 1: You can easily see from a chimpanzee's anthropoid appearance why
chimpanzees and humans share the designation of primates.Usage 2: That robot's anthropoid
face gives me the creeps; it's too lifelike!Usage 3: An anthropoid appearance is no guarantee of
human-like intelligence.Usage 4: He is, arguably, merely an anthropoid; I don't think there's truly
a man inside of him.Usage 5: Do you think if we encounter aliens in space that they will be
anthropoid?APEX (n) [EY-peks]Meaning: tip; summit; climax; the highest pointUsage 1: We
were elated when we reached the dormant volcano's apex and could peer directly into it.Usage
2: It seemed the closer we approached, the more distant the mountain's apex was.Usage 3:
When the moon reaches its apex, the initiation ceremony will begin.Usage 4: The apex of my
career as a dancer occurred when I was at my two-year-old birthday party, and I danced atop my
grandfather's shoes.Usage 5: Have the climbers reached the apex yet?APOLOGIST (n) [uh-
POL-uh-jist]Meaning: one who writes in defense of a cause or institution; a person who offers a
defense or argument in supportUsage 1: He has become an apologist for the misdeeds of the
church.Usage 2: You sound like an apologist arguing from a position of weakness.Usage 3: The
company spokeswoman served as an apologist for the poor handling of the matter.Usage 4: I
refuse to be an apologist for the behavior of my insane family.Usage 5: Why have you assumed
the role of apologist for decisions over which you had no control?APPELLATION (n) [ap-uh-
LEY-shuh n]Meaning: title; a name or designationUsage 1: "Cruel" would be the appellation I
would use for the team owner's firing of the coach.Usage 2: It wasn't until the appellation of her
son that his existence became real to her.Usage 3: Another appellation would not suit her; the
name fit. Usage 4: My appellation signifies nothing; wait until you meet me in person.Usage 5: By
what appellation will you answer when you become a grandmother?ARBITER (n) [AHR-bi-
ter]Meaning: a person with power to decide a dispute; judge; a person authorized to decide; an
arbitratorUsage 1: The decision in the case will be left to the arbiter.Usage 2: He believes he is
the sole arbiter of what is morally correct, but that simply isn't the case.Usage 3: With her
fashion sense, she is always held out as the arbiter of good taste.Usage 4: I am perpetually the
arbiter of disputes between my cat and my goldfish.Usage 5: Who is the arbiter assigned to
decide this case?ARROGANCE (n) [AR-uh-guh ns]Meaning: pride; haughtiness; self-
importanceUsage 1: I find her arrogance annoying; she is not the only authority in this
matter.Usage 2: His arrogance as a competitor was not justified; he wasn't even a skilled
player.Usage 3: Such arrogance in one so young and inexperienced is rare.Usage 4: Only my
innate arrogance made me foolishly believe I could prepare a meal for twenty with minimal
cooking experience.Usage 5: Was her arrogance the only reason you refused to go out with her?
ASHEN (adj) [ASH-uh n]Meaning: ash-colored, deathly paleUsage 1: When she heard the



verdict, her face became ashen.Usage 2: I hate when my skin becomes ashen because it is so
dry.Usage 3: The tree leaves appeared ashen in the intense sunlight.
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